Maharishi Special Yagyas

for BIRTHDAYS, WELL-BEING, WEDDINGS, WEDDING ANNIVERSARIES, BIRTH OF A CHILD

Bring the blessings of nature to the individual and the world.

Special Yagyas are primarily a means of creating peace and prosperity for our world family. Additionally they celebrate the honorees of the Yagya and the donors who sponsor them.

Every one of these important Yagya performances stirs life deeply from the fundamental level of pure, unbounded consciousness.

Special Yagyas are performed by Maharishi Vedic Pandits who receive comprehensive training in both Yoga and Yagya, which was personally guided by Maharishi. Support for Special Yagya performances brings crucial support to the Maharishi Vedic Pandits in India.

Two levels of sponsorship are available for these Yagyas, beginning at $1,000.

Special Yagyas can be sponsored on behalf of oneself, for family members, or for friends.

For more information and to sponsor:
VedicPandits.org • SpecialYagyas@VedicPandits.org
Some experiences from Special Yagya Sponsors:

**Well-Being Yagya:** “The whole day was very beautiful and peaceful, with a sweet, smooth feeling all around me. There was a very deep gentle quality of benevolence floating and pervading the atmosphere.” AW

**Birthday Yagya:** “With my Birthday Yagya I was more upbeat and positive and the juices for writing were more creative. My clarity of mind was refreshing and uplifting. I felt connected to everything around me.” HP

**Birthday Yagya:** “My Birthday Yagya experience was amazing, unique. Like a violin playing, creating peace and continuous happiness.” OM

**Wedding Anniversary Yagya:** “As soon as I sponsored a Special Yagya to celebrate our Wedding Anniversary something very special happened in our relationship. This clearing made our marriage deeper and more intensely close than ever before.” GJ

**Wedding Yagya:** “Our Wedding Yagya was a wonderful experience. During the ceremony there was a softness and a special silence. I felt an extraordinary openness of my heart, which was brimming with joy, love and generosity. The positive effects continued even after the wedding day.” DLP

---

For more information and to sponsor:

VedicPandits.org • SpecialYagyas@VedicPandits.org

Or contact your National Ambassador:

Rinyarasmi • 0898168339 • rinyarasmi@gmail.com
Chris Higgins • 0878152590 • christohiggins@gmail.com
Bhagaranuth • 0926465949 • bhagaranuth@gmail.com
Piyadhida • 0882878923 • pr2391@yahoo.com